
drag strip. Credit a well-broken-in 15,000-
mile engine for eking out a 0.1-second lead
over the 180-pound-lighter, 500-mile-
green Tahoe. Zero to 60 mph took just 8.2
seconds, with the quarter passing in 16.5
at 85 mph. On the skidpad and on our
favorite handling loop we were able to
employ body roll, the limited-slip axle, and
ample torque to induce mild, controllable
oversteer. This also helped the Yukon XL
register a second-best 0.69 g on the
skidpad, but its boxcar length, barbell-like
rotational inertia, and lack of a stability-
control system caused it to flunk the lane
change at 52.9 mph. 

Inside, we chose the $490 middle-row
captain’s chairs, which trim seating
capacity to seven, but access to and com-
fort in the third row are greatly improved.
Each middle bucket folds and slides way
forward for walk-in access to the back. The
third-row bench is more comfortable than
the Tahoe’s split bench, but it’s a bear to
wrestle out. Then again, there are 10 more
cubic feet behind the third row than in the
Toyota behind its middle row.

In the end, our testers subtracted a few
points from this jack-of-all-SUV-trades for
enormity and its negative effect on maneu-
verability. Your needs, real or imagined,
could easily reverse that order.

First Place
Chevrolet Tahoe LT

Take everything we praised in the
Yukon XL, slice 14 inches out of the
wheelbase, bob the tail 6.5 inches, leaving
180 pounds’ worth of metal and fluff on
the cutting-room floor, and you have a
more manageable and lovable ute that wins
comparison tests. It’s about as simple as
that. Maybe those quarter-million buyers
annually are on to something.

True, the lengthectomy comprehen-
sively ruins the third row. A high floor
forces adult knees up to chest level for a
quasi-fetal seating position. Getting in and
out is also best left to limber teenagers. The
left-hand middle-row cushion hinges for-
ward (this is nearly impossible to accom-
plish from the third row), then the seatback
drops to the level of the high load floor,
leaving just enough space for adults to
crawl or duck-walk into the seat. Any of
the other trucks—or the TrailBlazer EXT
—is better suited as a troop carrier. Then
again, how many American nuclear fami-
lies number eight people these days? That
third row is most often used for carrying
friends of your own 2.5 kids around town,
and then it gets pulled out for the family
vacation. It’s not nearly as convenient as
the Ford’s fold-down seat, but Chevy’s
simpler truck weighs 280 fewer pounds.

The Tahoe’s shorter cabin isn’t
expected to carry as much cargo as the
Yukon XL’s, so the springs are a bit softer.
All Tahoe LTs get the AutoRide electronic
shocks, which do an even better job of con-
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minimum
ground approach departure 

transfer case/ rear-diff clearance, angle, angle,
center-diff type type/ratio inches degrees degrees

CHEVROLET part-time 2-speed limited slip/ 8.4 19.8 27.3
TAHOE LT and full-time with 3.73

automatic front-
axle engagement/

none

FORD part-time 2-speed open with 8.9 22.3 19.1
EXPEDITION and full-time with 4-wheel
XLT automatic front- traction control/

axle engagement/ 3.73
none

GMC part-time 2-speed limited slip/ 8.4 23.0 20.0
YUKON XL SLT and full-time with 3.73

automatic front-
axle engagement/

none

TOYOTA part-time 2-speed open with 10.6 28.0 20.0
SEQUOIA and full-time/ 4-wheel
LIMITED open with manual traction control/
V-8 4WD low-range lock 4.10
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